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AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION 
<> Photographic Materials and Equipment eA 

Generat Orrices 

-  Brncuamton.NY. 

June 7, 1933 

Prof. F. T. Thwaites 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Thwaites; ie 

The experiences given in your letter of June 3rd 
with Agfa Supersensitive Plenachrome film are very 
interesting, even though they do not agree with our 
findings. 

Filter factors are always a bone of contention, 
probably due to the climate in various parts of the 
country, haze, light conditions, etc. For exterior 
work all we can do is to give approximate figures and 
then let the photographer work out the actual expos- 
ures for himself. 

If your negatives are satisfactory using the 
factors as given in your letter, we would certainly 
hesitate to recommend any change. You must also remen- 
ber that filters, particularly of the yellow variety, 
have an unfortunate habit of fading with age or upon 
exposure to sunlight. of course they lose some of 
their efficiency in this way, although we find as a 
rule they hold up yery well, considering the extensive 
and rough treatment some of them receive. 

The reason for suggesting simple language for 
your pamphlet was due to our own experience in writing 
booklets and literature of all description for the 
trade. As a rule, the more technical the terms and 
the more information of a technical nature you try to 
include, the more grief and questions you will cause 
and receive. The curves for the different types of 
emulsions will be sent to you later on. : 

We would also be interested in a description of 
the field developing outfit for roll film after you 
have perfected it. 

Cordially yours, 

. Gree (foro 

RIT: JD Product Information Department.



AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION 
> Photographic Materials and Cquipment A 

Genera OFrices 

; Bincuamton, NY. 

September 5, 1955 

Prof. F. T. Thwaites 
The University of Wisconsin 
Dept. of Geology 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Thwaites: 

Immediately upon receipt of your letter of Aug- 
ust 24th we submitted your suggestions and blueprints 
to our Research Laboratory, who replies as follows: 

"The blue prints of Prof. F. T. 

Thwaites, of the University of Wis- 

consin, in our opinion should well 
serve the purpose to give an easily 

understandable illustration of some 

photographic and filter properties. 

As there are no quantitative 

figures given and as "daylight" ver- 

des in intensity and quality to such 

a great extent, we consider the curves 

to correspond to any average conditions. 

We accept the offer with thanks, and 

retain the blueprints for our files." 

Thank you very much for your interest in regard 

to the curves, and rest assured we will be glad to 

hear from you again at any time in the future. 

Cordially yours, 

- AGFA ANSCO_ CORPORATION 

F ws i \ 

RTT: JD Product Information Department.



Reprinted from Agfa Ansco News, January, 1933 

Some Fundamentals in the Use of Filters 
A Non-Technieal Article for Those Who Feel the Need of a General Outline of the Subject 

The great progress during the| called. We know that by viewing To separate the desired color 

past few years in the provision of| an object by light of a color differ-| from the others we interpose what 

new and better color-sensitive films, | ent from that which it reflects we|is called a “screen” or “filter” be- 
both panchromatic and orthochro-| can change its color. If, for exam-| tween the lens and the subject. In 

matic, has occasioned much new in-| ple, we view a red object by blue] each case we use a filter of the same 
quiry as to filters and their use. light, it is seen as black, for the blue| color that we desire to record. This 

The questions asked are naturai| is absorbed and there is no red light| filter transmits its own color but 
and to the point, but many of them| to reflect. This is why blue lights| “filters out” other colors. Thus 

reveal the need of a presentation| When used in portraiture give the| with a red filter we record the red, 
which will lay out the general prin-| Subject as seen by the eye so/ filtering out or eliminating the 

ciples that apply in the use of fil- ghastly an effect. Everything red! green and the blue; with a green 

ters. Hence this article, which, | looks black. filter we record the green, eliminat- 

avoiding technical terminology as| When we turn to the matter of|ing tbe blue and red; and with a 
much as possible, seeks only to| filters the one thing to remember is| blue filter we record the blue, elimi- 

clarify the subject as a whole, espe-| that the principle is the same. That| nating the green and red. Thus we 
cially for those who feel a bit be-| is, for example, just as a red object| obtain three separate negatives, re- 
wildered by it. reflects red and absorbs other col-| cording respectively the three pri- 

Any discussion of this kind must| FS, so a red filter transmits red| mary colors of the subject. red, 

start with the subject of color itself.| light and filters out other light. green, and blue. 
We all understand that without| This point can be fixed in mind| (In passing, it may help to point 

light there would be no color. We| by noting that we use a red safe-|out that this is essentially what 
also understand that white light is a| light (actually a red filter) in devel-| happens in exposing an Agfa Color 
combination or blend of light-rays|°Ping ordinary or orthochromatic/ Plate, the difference being that in 

- of different wave-lengths, somewhat | films because these films are but| the case of the latter the three fil- 

as a chord of music is a combination | Slightly sensitive to red. We’ can|ters—myriads of each in tiny form— 
of notes of different vibrations. We| See by the red light, but the film| are incorporated in the “screen” of 
also know that when white light is| itself sees almost no light at all.| the plate itself, so that the colors 
refracted or bent by passing through| Therefore the light is called “safe.”| are separately recorded in micro- 
a prism, its component rays are| But if we used a red safelight for| scopic scattered areas on one nega- 
spread apart according to their| Panchromatic films we would be out| tive instead of being gathered into 
wavelengths, giving us what is| of luck, since such films are highly| three distinct negatives, one for 
called the spectrum, as illustrated| Sensitive to red. each color.) 

in nature by the rainbow. As we| At this point it should be said that| We now have our three separation 
check off the “colors” in this, we| most of the confusion in regard to| negatives and, to obtain from these 

note that the pronounced bands ap-| filters arises from the fact that most | a full-color reproduction of the origi- 

pear in the following order: Vio-| photographers use only a few filters, | nal subject, we resort to one of sev- 

let, blue, green, yellow, orange, red.| and these for specific purposes,|eral methods of putting Humpty- 
This, with intermediate blends, we| more or less by rule of thumb.| Dumpty together again. As this is 
call the visible spectrum. We know| Therefore, instead of proceeding not a treatise on three-color photog- 
that beyond the violet and below the} next to a consideration of yellow| raphy, we shall not go into that 

red are rays of light in wave-lengths| filters such as are commonly used,| here. What we are interested in 
that produce no sensation through | let us imagine a perfect theoretical| here is the effect of filters. 
the eye. These we call ultra-violet case of three-color separation pho-| Therefore, let us now take our 
and infra-red rays, but while they| tography. For any use of filters|three negatives and print them, 

have great importance in certain] will be a modification of this. whether on paper or on film. On 

kinds of photographic work, we do| ‘he subject to be photographed| the red-filter negative we have a 
not think of them ordinarily when|i, full-color subject. That is, it| record of the red and nothing else. 
we think of “color.” Color (as We] incorporates all the colors in the} When we print this everything is 
think of it) is rather a matter of} visiple spectrum. It does not mat-|reversed. The red is light in the 
the visible spectrum. ter whether these colors are in| print, the blue and green are dark. 
Knowing all: this about light,| bands or in mixtures and blends so| Likewise, when we print the green- 

we also know that the “colored” long as all the colors are incorpo-| filter negative, the green prints 

objects about us do not actually] rated. light, the blue and red print dark. 
have color, but have varying capaci-| The job is a job of three-color} And when we print the blue-filter 

ties to absorb some of the rays| separation. We make it a three-| negative, the blue prints light, the 
making up white light and to reflect! color job because we know that| green and red print dark. It could 
others. We know that an object is| while we differentiate the visible| not be otherwise. In the case of a 
blue because it absorbs light of all| spectrum into six principal colors, | print on film or plate, substitute the 
wave-lengths except those repre-| we can get all of these (and inter-| Word transparent for light. (In the 

sented visually by blue, which it re-| mediate and complementary col-| case of the Agfa Color Plate, we get 
flects. In ordinary parlance, we] ors) by combinations or blends of | our transparency to the color of the 
talk of its absorbing all the colors| three—blue, green, and red—except| Screen at each tiny filter point by 
except blue. Likewise we speak of| that to do this we must modify the| reversal.) 

grass as absorbing all colors except) blue a bit to make it include the| Table I presents the foregoing in 
green, and of reflecting this. In the) violet. This last is usually assumed.| form for easy comparison and ref- 
same way we explain a red dress as} To accomplish our purpose we|erence. The term “absorbed” is 

absorbing all colors except red,| must accordingly photograph the| used instead of “filtered out” be- 
which it reflects. subject three times, each time on a| cause it is the regular laboratory 

White and black we explain by|separate panchromatic negative.| term. 

the fact that one reflects all colors| First, let us say, we photograph it We have not yet said anything 

while the other absorbs all colors. | to record only the red, second to re-| about “complementary” colors, but 

All the above is in regard to ob-| cord only the green, and third to} these, as will be noted from the last 

jects as viewed by white light, so-| record only the blue. column, are in each case a combi-



FILTER TRANSMISSION AND ABSORPTION—TABLE 1 sitivity to red in panchromatic 
- 7 : " a z ae films, the blue-green filters cutting 5. v primary colors in 

Bub) cee casuniie ehaxp_cut alteationtwithoutievertag if ach rence out some of the red, the green filter 
Ne also cutting out some of the blue as Original 

Colors in Color Absorbed Registration _Registration Complementary | Well as some of the red. 
Filter Subject or Transmitted on Negative on Print Color ihe: purpore of there MiReis in 

Blue Absorbed None Dark portraiture, is to prevent over-cor- 

Red Green Absorbed None Dark rection of red in lips, etc. Our recom- 
Red Transmitted Strong Light Blue-Green | mendation is to use Supersensitive 

: Plenachrome instead of pan. When 
ule eusarped Bone per with the lighting used in connection 

Green Green Transmitted Strong Light Magenta with this film a softer effect is de- 

Red Absorbed None Dark sired on a certain type of subject 
Blue Transmitted Strong Light Yellow with warm coloring or sharp color 

Blue Green Absorbed None Dark contrasts in the face, then an Agfa 
Red Absorbed None Dark No. 2 or No. 3 yellow filter may be 

used. The multiplying factor for 

FILTER TRANSMISSION AND ABSORPTION—TABLE II ioe iol tae ones Showi i i Il three primary colors in th 5 
Sere eee charg cut aiteating witnoat overian in quan ence No. 3 are respectively 2and 3. The Gsizeal 5 yellow filter will cut out some of 

: Colors in Color Absorbed Regleeation Besistretion the over-active blue, permitting the Filter Subject or Transmitted —_ om Negative oe registration of warm tones—tans 
Blue Transmitted Strong Light and browns—to build up_beauti- 

Blue-Green Green Transmitted Strong Light fully in the negative, ironing out 

Red Absorbed None Dark See text any color contrasts that may be ob- 

Blue Transmitted Strong Light eee ae _ as pesuivect 
Magenta { Green Absorbed None Dark tipniot Sin a - mee as 

Bee ‘Dransmllipd : (Strong gah tables. sensitive Plenachrome is greatly 
Blue Absorbed None Dark preferred by most photographers to 

Yellow Green Transmitted Strong Light holding back the red on pan with a 
Red Transmitted Strong Light blue-green filter or holding back the 

red and blue together with a green 

nation of the colors not transmitted | transmit. The actual recording on| filter. Part of the preference is due 
by the filter. Thus blue-green is/the film will depend on its color| to the fact that you can tell better 
complementary to red, magenta (a| sensitivity. Thus to use a yellow| Just what you are doing (it is cer- 
combination of blue and red) is| filter with a plate or film which is| tainly a simpler method of work- 
complementary to green, and yel-|neither orthochromatic nor pan- ing), and part is due, of course, to 
low (a combination of green and| chromatic is “love’s labor lost.” It| the high sensitivity of Plenachrome 
red) is complementary to blue.| is an attempt to photograph by light| im the yellow-orange region. 
Plainly, the three complementary | to which the film is not sensitive. We also get questions in regard 

colors must together contain all the] As an offset to this it should be|to blue Mazda lights. These of 
original colors, a fact of great im-| stated that few filters are abso-| course have the same general effect 
portance in three-color photography | jutely complete or sharp-cut in their| aS blue filters. The blue glass of 
by the subtractive system, which,| filtration and that almost no films| the bulb is really a filter. By con- 

however, is not our subject here. or plates nowadays are absolutely; sulting the tables, any reader can 

If now, for the sake of clarity, we| insensitive to colors other than vio-| 2uSwer such questions for himself. 
take these three complementary| let and blue, so that by prolonged| The blue cuts out some of the red 
colors and make filters of them, we| exposure with a yellow filter a film| registration in pans. But it also 
shall get a filter action as shown in| not rated as orthochromatic may be| cuts out some of the green. For 
Table II, which explains a great| made to yield a result more pleas-| this reason we do not recommend 

deal that is of practical application | ing than would be obtained without| blue lights with Supersensitive 
in photographing colored subjects | the filter. Plenachrome, and while recogniz- 

in black and white. In like manner, we have had quite | 28 that many photographers seem 
It will be seen from Table [ that}a number of pictures sent to us,| Wel! pleased with the results from 

yellow is a combination of green and| made on Plenachrome and Super- blue Mazdas and pan, we just know 

red but has no blue in it. There-| sensitive Plenachrome with a filter| tat if they would use white Mazdas 
fore, as shown in Table II, a yellow| designated as red—the red filter in| #24 Supersensitive Plenachrome 
filter will absorb or filter out the] a separation series not our own. But| ey would, like so many others, be 
blue and transmit the green and/ this red filter is not sharp-cut on|¢éer pleased. Wherever they 
the red, whether as separate colors| the red; it overlaps (by design) into| ‘tink that pan film might be needed, 
or in a yellow combination. the orange and orange-yellow. At| With such subjects in such light, 

This is why yellow filters are so| the same time, Plenachrome goes the use ofa yellow filter with Plena- 

commonly used. The blue-violet| miraculously close to pure red in| rome will serve their purpose. 
rays are so much Stronger than they] its sensitivity without being pan-| But if they do want pan, then 
seem that we use a yellow filter to) chromatic—one of the reasons why| where can they get as good a one 
filter them out to some extent, se-|no attempt to match it has suc-|as Agfa Supersensitive Pan? We 
lecting a yellow filter of what we] ceeded. Thus the impossible seems | think it can’t be had—and aren’t 
judge to be the right strength to|to be achieved—getting good pic-| self-satisfied either. 
filter out just the right amount of| tures with a “red” filter on a film| In this presentation of filters we 
blue and violet to make the subject] not rated as sensitive to red! haven’t begun to cover the subject. 
look as in nature or as desired in| We have had some questions as|The purpose has been to present 
the picture. The stronger filters| to light blue-green and light green| the filter scheme in general outline, 
will have more red in them. filters. We have not featured such| so that the reader may drop into its 

A glance at the tables will show,| filters ourselves, but their function] proper place each bit of filter infor- 

however, that the filter, whatever it} will be seen from the tables. Both| mation which he now has or which 
is, can do no more than absorb or! are utilized to offset the high sen-' he may pick up later.



a: : | dune 3) 1933 : 
Mr. R. T. Thompson, % 

Agfa, Ansco Corporation, \ 
Binghamton, Now York : d 

- ‘wish to ‘thank you for yours of May 25 and ondlosed inforuation. 

Tho filter fasiors for Agfa are Anters for I had up to now used 
pose for’ Nosman thine toe testenes T uood a faster of 85 for tho F fitter 
with commercial pan and acne age pag ye Rea perenne Hae : 
soa bebe tne tiie ab taeeee the old roll film. My fichd detonsinations : 
pb pon ag gees pared yon pier ng saahy xaip oa wclinthent Figgas ar ygedbe Boag 
end yot I havo had good results with thea. for two years undor a groat variety 
of conditions. I got 1.5 for M, and 10 for @ wich figures out ab > sos. : 
for {38 for distanl landseapes 40 brig, eulaghte Tis has worked from 

; Oklahoma to northern Wisconsin in swmor timo, = as 

With regard te toatuuicndity » X do nob havo dn mind maythtag very . 
Saeeane eee But for those who are aeeustomed to think in terms of : 
curves and I felt that an adapbabion of fig. 15 in "Photography of 
solored cujorie® Ww artes Botek Gow would ‘help alot. — infer from tho 

Lice ananars Sobeus rdiury arto ail grainy pa Z also wondered if 

Gamay went: lar latees th taee i at potion Highs tak nec a nghar r . or ; \ : a 

fockor ow choy day wen there to ralshiviy nore Wo dn iho git etd 
® still higher fastor indoors or 4n dpep ¢ af Se : 

;: sy Gata dette ie $f teltnate  eifteemis Mae of Uae : Ge out a 9 om of tho 
Gittsactey 1 guehins gorevss onpoceus wath seriein Rises of fhiu win the 

I neglected to state above that the commoréial paw film is of your 
makoe I found tho Letitude of Bastuen pen very sili vhea ‘the F filter 49 
used although meh of my trouble may have been dug to Light Leaking in around 
‘the lens board which could not be detected by the sye but effected the negative 
during the 20 second exposures which aro often nogied. oo 

I an closing the paper applying for the Agfa Aneod, Now and will 
greatly appreciate rosieving the sam, = 

kt prosoat I om designing a ficld dévohoping outfit for roll film which 
will, I hope, avold the difficulties with the Hawt tank irene a : 

: Vory truly vours.. , se : Z



: August 24, 1933 . 

Freteas' Relcortten, Baphie sR 
Acfa Ansee Corporation, 

| Buglasteny Kou York 

I finielly roeeivod como infonertion in regard to soneitivity of 

@€gteront films to different eolors of Might wideh wag send to the WeVcar 

: Phote Se¥vies of this city by yous Si 

Masloved are some curves whieh T deduced fram this data usod 

in eomoctioa with eaves publighol by Basten shaving dayhighs sonsitivity. — 
X used hoo for tuo Loft had cadss I waxi ou the asowmyhton that this 
pert of th@ curve only would bo affouted by tho cheage from Mosda to daylight. — 

T would be gled to heve your oritiotin. You may keop tho Mnoprint Af ae 
desired. To ewold togluicabity I Left ouk the wave Lexth figures od 

; elthough Z marked the pleces for thaw. Vortieu, Munoe marked ¢, F, and 88 = 

ae rofer to Ureben filters. Bee > 

Tom olso cneloaing cthor draminga chowing velabion of oub of f4iters 
to hae and 6f exponure to dutonsitiy of Light, WALL be ghad for wy 
suggestions of corrections. s : == 

: | Pho final use of this informstion is moortain, 1% my be publdshod 
Af thore is ey demu for it but if not will bo used for students only. = 

. Vary truly yours, - . 

. a F. Te Twaites : .



: Mr. F. T. Thwaites -2- May 25, 1933 

(b). A booklet is now being prepared. 
which will give full information in re- 
gard to the cut of the Agfa filters, 

(c). A filter factor sheet for the 
Plenachrome and Panchromatic emulsions 
is inclosed, together with a leaflet giv- 
ing the relative speeds of the various 
types of emulsions. 

(d). The latitude of the new emul- 
sions is really astonishing, and very 
good prints may be obtained even with ex- 
tremely ee film. To obtain the 
maximum latitude it is well to develop 
for a rather low gamma or contrast. 

Please understand the suggestions as given in 
the first part of our letter are not intended as 
eriticisms, as we are merely trying to assist you 

: in preparing this pamphlet so that it will prove 
to be not only extremely valuable but also interest- 

; ing to the geologists in the field. ‘ 

Cordially yours, 

AGFA ANSCO aie td 

RIT: JD Product Information Department. 
Inc.



AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION 
> Photographic cMaterials and Equipment eA 

Genera Orrices 

BincuamTon,NY. 

May 25, 1933 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
University of Wisconsin ’ 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

We were very much interested in your letter 
of recent date, in regard to preparing a short 
manual covering the subject of field photography 
for geologists, but wonder if you are not making 
this a little too technical for the average geolo- 
gist, who probably knows little or nothing about 
photography. 

Why not write it in simple language similar 
to the inclosed article on "Some Fundamentals in 
the Use of Filters", and merely tell your geolo- 

gists for what colors and types of exposures the 
different kinds of emulsions are best suited. 

For instance, Panchromatic covers the full 
range of the spectrum from blue-violet to red, 
while the ordinary orthochromatic emulsion is 
sensitive only through the orange, and Plenachrome, 
another extremely orthochromatic emulsion, is high- 
ly sensitive to the yellows and greens. Also give 
them a short article on the uses of the various 
filters and the subjects for which they should be 
used. 

Answering your questions in detail: 

(a). The illumination by daylight 
varies so much that any information on 
color sensitivity with it may be mis- 
leading, and we have found that spec- 
trum photographs by Mazda light are 
much more satisfactory.



AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION 
> Photographic Materials and Equipment ie 

Genera. Orrices 

Bincuamton,NY. 

July 18, 1933 

MeVicar's Photo Service 
725 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Gentlemen: 

' Our representative, Mr. Robert Howse, has just 
written to us stating that one of your customers, 
who is a professor in Madison University, is very 
mach interested in our film and desires a few spectro- 
graphs for insertion in a book which he is writing. 
These we are inclosing, and for his information 
would state they were made with a Mazda lamp. 

Some of them cover more than one type of film, 
and they are listed as follows: 

1. Agfa Commercial Film 

2. Agfa Commercial Ortho 
Agfa Portrait 
Agfa Standard Rollfilm 

3. Agfa Plenachrome Film 

4. Agfa Commercial Panchromatic Film 
Agfa Portrait Panchromatic 

5. Agfa Portrait Super Pan 

6. Agfa Supersensitive Panchromatic 

If there is any other information we can give you 
along this line, please write to us and we will do what- 
ever we can. 

Cordially yours, 

AGFA pee 5 ee 

RTT: JD Product Information epartment. 

Inc.
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WELL LOGS IN THE NORTHERN PENINSULA OF MICHIGAN SHOWING THE CAMBRIAN SECTION 

Fe To Thwaites, University of Wisconsin 

Introduction. In)1910 the writer was assigned to the problem of the age and strats
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WELL LOGS IN THE NORTHERN PENINSULA OF MICHIGAN SHOWING THE CAMBRIAN SECTION 

F. T. Thwaites, University of Wisconsin 

Introduction. In 1910 the writer was assigned to the problem of the age and strat=g
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ee april 26, 1933 

—— GembLemens a 

: I aw now propering a short manual covering the subjoct of ficld 

photograshy for geologista roplaciag a mimeographed odition prepared in 1927, 

There soaas to be no publishod work whieh mects the ueods of this profession. ag 

Ia this work I do mos intend to go inte theory to auy extes more than | 

7 is absolutely noodod for a2 understanding of the why of methods. 
AMthough T have used your files ( plates aire out of tne question : 

aah a Ae tine tk escount of wedged) thace 298T ak found dha wile gnkien 3 

_ fastory then esther makes, I hove nover had anything like the enoums of sodentific 

information regarding them whiten L received from Restmans 

What I mm in tho dark on 48 parbioularly: 
(a) the sensitivity curves for daylight of different wave lengths 

for Plonsebrone end tiie now Super~Pau Silas. : 

: (b) the ewt of Agfa filters compared with Wratten filters. : 

| (0) filter fastors for the above now fils to check vith those I ie 
have determined by experiment { have had no super=pan as yet). 

: (4) information ou relative latitude of exposure of Agfa and other 

films, also comparative curves for difforout wave Lengths of light, a subject 

which is of practical importance when stroag filters are used, : ; 

Any information you can furnish along these lines will not only 

bo greatly appreciated by mo but when the manual is completed should be o help 

to your goods. : 

Very truly yours, ce ee 

\ Ge : F. 1, Thwaites, Lecturer in Geology re 

ee



; March 12, 1936 

tre J. Pe D. Hull, Business Manager, 
The Ancriean Association of Petrolown Geologiste, ? 

Pe 0 Box 1852, 
Tulsa, Okishoua 

Dear lr. Mull: 

ver since my paper en “Field Photography for 
OS Se 5 ee eee ee ee 

separates. Nowover, no separates have ever : 
; Seas Gah & citcaed Suh au toe Gees Hea aba eee 

with the proof. ee : 

I supose tho matter has been delayed by the 
preparations for the meeting which is soon to be held . 
but in case of a slip I wanted to remind you before 
the type is all destroyed, 

: I would have like to attend the mecbing but 
we $3111 have the well-known Depression vith us here and : ; 
besides it is hard to got away at this time of the year. = 

Sincerely,



THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS 
INCORPORATED 

A. IRVING LEVORSEN, PRESIDENT 

WILLIAM B. HEROY, PAST-PRESIDENT ASSOCIATION HEADQUARTERS 
FRANK A. MORGAN, VICE-PRESIDENT J. P. D. HULL, BUSINESS MANAGER 

E. C. MONGRIEF, SECRETARY-TREASURER Py OU BOX 1882 
L. C. SNIDER, EDITOR TULSA, OKLAHOMA 

November 8, 1935 

Professor F. T,. Thwaites 
Ra Pe Ds i 4 
Madison, “isconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

Your letter of November 5 is at hand. I am glad to 

know that you will soon send me your manuscript and fifteen 

illustrations, "Field Photography for Geologists." I suggest 

you send it to Dr. L. C. Snider, 60 Wall Street, New York City, 

first so that he may instruct me without delay about publication 

in the Bulletin. Our press schedule requires new manuscripts 

immediately, therefore I hope you can shortly complete yours. 

Cordially yours, 

<i. 
JPDH:R 

ec - L. G. Snider :



THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS 
INCORPORATED 

A. IRVING LEVORSEN, PRESIDENT 

WILLIAM B. HEROY, PAST-PRESIDENT ASSOCIATION HEADQUARTERS 

FRANK A. MORGAN, VICE-PRESIDENT J.P. D. HULL, BUSINESS MANAGER 
E. C. MONCRIEF, SECRETARY-TREASURER P.O. BOX 1852 

L. C. SNIDER, EDITOR ‘TULSA, OKLAHOMA 

November 26, 1935 

: Professor F, T. Thwaites 4 
R. F. Ds 4 
Madison, Wisconsin 

. Dear Professor Thwaites: 

: Some time ago you wrote me that you 

a had practically completed your paper "Field Photography 

for Geologists." We are in great need of Bulletin 

manuscripts. Can you not send this to me now? 

Cordially yours, 

ee: : Business Manager 
JPDH:R



Dot. 16, 1935 : 

Dr. le Ge. Snider, 
: 6O Wall St. ; 

Now York Gity 
| Dear Br. Snider: 

In reaponse to lotsers from Mr. Mull ab Tulsa = 
datod jiov. 8 and Rov. 26 Z an ab Last able te acnd you the Se 
mamoorigt of “Field Photograsty for Geologiota” which i 

: promised last summer. 

ES I em sorry that tho nanuserips 4a not lobier perfect 
: but ZI was obliged toe have 4% typed by more than one porsones : 

cies aor State ae od coomeeines® our vitye 
ars mlersiaedpoy gf oye Redondo k Mig wasn ie : 

you would bear in mind that the asterial was first writtas 
: for use in ono of ny Glesses which is almost entirely : 

eomposed of the younger students. TS uny cuslly be that I have 
: not raxoved from 46 some material which should be cut out. 

os tay 5 weeks Sy shat Se ane oath deletions ac soon best. 
The Seer et ce ee ee ee 
aveld ke : on ee axe sok 
poeadiyperian Bln Sono of the Aliuetratiaus aced be 
retjurncd, 

Z grestiy tpprecieie your offer te publish this 
pepors : 

The trip te Lincetone Mountain pfovod so. grosS gurpisc. 
Tatead of the norus) horizontal strate we found s syacline 
with one side versical? Tha strecture is similar te Glovers. — 
Bluff, Miseonsin and the Rea Plaines structure, Illinois. 3 
The problem of origin will Leal ce fate seusiderabioa of 
the converse structures mmy of which are called “arypto- 
volcanic". This problaz should hers en importa bearing 
on 241 acmrmiletion fn the older formeédons of the Eichigan 
fied but wo hove os yet co fine or oven tcubabive 

th beet regards and the best wishes of the aS ; 
geason, f an, i ee 

Sineersly, iz 
Gopy %0 Je Pe De Mull Je



\ 

: December 28, 1935 

Ure Je Ps De Hull, Businese Meneger, 
The American Association of Petroleum Geologists,. ; 
Py O« Box 1862, 

_  ‘Palea, Oklahoma. 

Dear Mre Hulls 

In reply to yours of December 23, 1935 I 

em sorry I forget the abstract. My only excuse is 

thet Iwas in a great hurry to get the mexmuseript in : 

the mai, fhe abstract is inclosed herewithe 

Yours very truly, 

Prr-t



THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS 
INCORPORATED 

A. IRVING LEVORSEN, PRESIDENT 

WILLIAM B. HEROY, PAST-PRESIDENT ae 
FRANK A. MORGAN, VICE-I J.P. D. . BUSINESS MANAGER 

E. C. MONGRIEF, BaP aeeany FRELEbeER December 23,1955. P.O. BOX 1852 
L. C. SNIDER, EDITOR TULSA, OKLAHOMA’ 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites, 

Re F. D. 4, 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

In preparing your manuscript "Field 

Photography for Geologists" I find you did not prepare 

the usual brief abstract which we print at the beginning 

of major papers in the Bulletin. This need be only 150 

to 200 words in order to give the reader at a glance the 

contents of the paper. Will you please prepare this for 

me and mail it to me at your convenience? 

Appreciating your prompt sending of ‘ 

the manuscript and illustrations and hoping that you will 

receive galley proof about the middle of January at your 

address as piven above, I am 

Cordially yours, 

Business Manager. 

JPDH: os



THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS, Box 1852, Tulsa, Oklahoma 

December 23, 1935. 

Dr. L. @. Snider, 

Cities Service Co., 
60 Wall St., 
New York City. 

Dear Dr. Snider: 

This is to acknowledge receipt of the 
manuscript and 15 illustrations "Field Photography for 
Geologists” by F. T. Thwaite. I am sending this imnediately 
to the printer for inclusion in the February Bulletin. 

Thanking you, I am 

: Very truly yours, 

Business Manager. 

JPDH: 0s 

ec/ Dr. F. T. Thwaites. 

x ——<——



; a 

FIELD PHOTOGRAPHY FOR GEOLOGISTS 

2 Abstract.= Many, if not most geologists, make use of é 

photography in their field work but, as they have many other 

duties to perform, cannot use the heavy equipment commonly 3 

used by professional photographers. The following paper 

pfesents some of the basic principles of photography, the 

materials which are commonly used in the field, spparatus 

which is adapted to the needs of geologists, and some hints 

on profper practice in taking photographs, Partioular atten- 

tion is given to the use of filters which are essential to 

successful work on both distant landscapes and the details of 4 

_ rock exposures, The blurring effect of haze and dust may be 

minimized by using only the color with the longest wave length 

to which the film is sensitive. The narrower the range in . 

colors used, the greater the sharpness of the picture. *@ 

secure details in pictures of rocks a filter of the same 

color should be used. The mottoes of the field photographer 

must be "Always be careful" and’ Practice makes perfect."



| THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS 
; INCORPORATED 

A. IRVING LEVORSEN, PRESIDENT 

WILLIAM B. HEROY, PAST-PRESIDENT November 1, 1935. ASSOCIATION EAD OU ARTERS: 
FRANK A. MORGAN, VICE-PRESIDENT Jos eat en Omer 
E. C. MONCRIEF, SECRETARY-TREASURER LAL 
L. C. SNIDER, EDITOR SOLSay oer 

Prof. Frederik T. Thwaites, 

Science Hall, 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Prof. Thwaites: 

We have to be ever on the lookout for new 

material to be published in our monthly A.A.P.G. Bulletin. 

President Levorsen has suggested that you might have a 

contribution for us on some subject, perhaps photogranhic 

methods for the field geologists. 

As you probably know, our Bulletin is 

recognized as the authority in the field of petroleum geology 

and it has a monthly circulation of 2200 copies in this 

country and abroad. Our membership is now approximately 

2200. 

We should be very glad to have from you a 

manuscript; in fact the earlier the better inasmuch as we are 

now in need of papers for early numbers of the Bulletin. I 

should be very pleased to hear from you at an early date. 

Very truly yours, 

Business Manager. 

JPDH:o0s 

encls.



The American Association of Petroleum Geologists 

(Office of the Business Manager) 

Box 1852, Tulsa, Oklahoma 

PREPARATION OF MANUSCRIPTS: 

ihatasey Soi AEN cas Pea leas, 5c ON TUL LOT) 4 

seth mae Wail atten, keoeea an Cit yrana State) 

ABSTRACT 

Helpful suggestions to authors issued by other scientific societies 

are here adapted to the requirements of the Association Bulletin. 

The arrangement is that of a correctly prepared manuscript. Ab- 

stracts, which are to be submitted with titles offered for inclusion 

on Association programs, should consist of brief statements covering 

essential points and conclusions of the paper. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is taken for granted that authors of papers offered for printing 

in the Bulletin desire to give all possible aid in achieving the highest 

possible publication standards and in lightening editorial burdens. 

Consideration of the suggestions presented here, and conformation 

to the arrangement and style of current papers in the Bulletin will 

assist very materially the work of the editorial staff. 

Read before the Association at the...............meeting, ........................[Date]. 

Manuscript received, .............-..-22-2---------+----------------[Date]. [This safeguards the 
author’s priority]. 

2[Give business or professional connection in this footnote].



THE MANUSCRIPT Though a table of contents is not printed at the beginning of 
i aaa SSS the published paper, it is inadvisable to attempt to prepare a manu- 

script without first carefully making an outline; this will-make for } : ogee 3 ; 
WRITING : renee condensation and logical arrangement in presentation of a 

In scientific writing, clearness and conciseness are of prime im- Means of designation —A first heading should be written in cap- 
portance. Careful examination to see that what one desires to say itals midway across the page. A heading of second rank my also 

is said without ambiguity or circumlocution, that construction is be placed centrally as illustrated by the caption “Headings” at the 
d th ih I A avolved beginning of this section; if so placed it is set by the printer in small 

SN eae Oooo! capitals. If no headings of lower rank are used, it is common practice 
too short and choppy, will improve a paper greatly. Correction and to place subordinate headings at the side as shown at the beginning 
criticism by a friend may be very helpful. of this paragraph. 

Usage of the Bulletin should be followed in preparing manu- 

script for publication in it. Generally, abbreviations and the like 0 
are not good form: write 1,990 feet, not 1990’; well No. 3, not #3; FOOTNOTES AND REFERENCES 

Sec. 12, T. 6 S., R. 5 E., not 12-6-5 or 12-6S-sE. It is desirable to ? : 
avoid use of the first person. Footnotes and references should be inserted at any place in the 

text where needed, continuous reference numbers being used, and 
the notation being made between two lines. References should be 
abbreviated and should follow the form used in current numbers of 

TYPEWRITTEN FORM the Bulletin. Following? is a typical, correctly arranged reference: 

2N. H. Darton, “Deep Borings in the United States,” U. S. Geol. Survey 
All contributions should, of course, be typewritten, and because Water-supply Paper 149 (1995), p. 127. 

the copy for the printer should be perfectly clear, a direct imprint An exception to this arrangement is permissible if a long reference 
should be submitted by the author, never a carbon copy. Probably list in bibliographic form is printed at the end of the paper, in which 
the most vexing task for an editor is the paper written in single space; case numbers are inserted thus (1) throughout the text, no other 

it may be necessary to re-type before required clearness for the printer notations being used. 

is obtained. Double-space, or still better, triple-space any manuscript 

intended for publication; even tables and footnotes should not be 

single-spaced. Remember that paper is cheap and that confused, See ee 
« ne : 

peace ee Title and location.—Each illustration should bear the author’s 

name, the title, and amount of reduction desired, due regard being 
given to the size of the Bulletin page. The position of each illustra- 

HEADINGS tion in the manuscript should be indicated by writing the title across 
a ST eae the page between two ruled lines, thus: 

Rank.—Headings have first, second, third, or fourth rank, de- == Se eer ers ae etc tie 
acc : es 3 Fic. 1.—Proper manner of recording title and its location. 

pendent on their relative importance. They have corresponding oe STS) Ca a 

ee oe seal a eae le and ee pare are Legibility after _reduction.—Because photographic reduction of 
used for the printer for each rank of heading. Attention by the au- 7 —— z 4 Suess @ 
Tete ike aul OEeMBiAinee daniel wee Mirraduced eaters about one-half size minimizes undesirable irregularities in drafting, 

B coe. 8 : A i i illustrations intended for publication should, in general, be approx- 
logical arrangement and presentation of his paper and will assist imately twice the size in linear dimensions of the figure as it will 
editor, printer, and reader. appear in the Bulletin. Most important is forethought by the author



’ 

t 

concerning size and legibility after reduction. No printing should 
appear on the original drawing which after reduction will be less than 
1-50 inch in height. 

Preparation of drawings.—The Bulletin page available for illus- 

trations is 4% inches wide and 6% inches long. All illustrations 
should be so prepared that they may be reduced to dimensions not 
greater than these and yet be perfectly legible. Illustrations so large, 
or of such shape that it is necessary to fold them into the Bulletin are 
costly; authors should avoid them. Drawings should be in black, 
preferably India ink, not in colors. Black-line Vandyke prints, if 
clear, make satisfactory “copy.” Photostat copies of drawings are 
generally “muddy” and are generally not desirable for reproduction. 
Where cross-section paper is used, it is important to take into account 
the effect of reduction on the appearance of a graph; a fine-ruled 
paper is undesirable, and even.a coarse-ruled paper may give an un- 
satisfactory result on reduction. It is perhaps best to prepare a 
graph on tracing cloth or paper, ruling in only the lines desired in the 
published figure. Orange, red, and green lines photograph black; 
blue lines do not appear in a photograph. Failure of authors to con- 
sider some of these matters has caused expensive re-drafting. 

Photographs.—Photographs should be very clear, show moderate 

contrast, and should be finished with glossy surface. 

Summary.—Planning of each illustration with the size and shape 

of the page in the Bulletin in view will improve greatly the appear- 
ance and value of the published figure. 

PUBLICATION 

Papers submitted for publication in the Bulletin, or for presenta- 
tion at Association meetings, are the property of the Association. 
Members desiring prior publication of such papers in trade journals, 
or elsewhere than in the Bulletin, should submit to the Business 
Manager complete duplicate copies of the paper and the illustrations, 
together with the name of the periodical in which publication is de- 
sired. Papers printed in trade journals without having been sub- 
mitted to the Business Manager are not eligible for publication in 
the Bulletin. 

CONCLUSIONS | 
SS SS , 

These simple suggestions are only a few of those which might 
perhaps advantageously, be made. The contributors to the pages 
of the Bulletin desire the best for their papers, and the publication 
as a whole. The editorial staff appreciates their assistance, courtesy, | 
and patience. | 

|
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: Nov. 5, 1995 oe . 
Mr. Je Pe D, Mull, Business : 
carte, oedation of Petroleu . 

Dear Mr, Fully 

In reply to yours of tho fret I will bo vory e 

glad to send you a manuscript entitled "Field photography 
for geologists" os seon as I can finish its 

<ee mmmnertye reusieen retyping ant ens dventeg 
noeds to be done over, Otherwise I an conf. that 1% is 
all in order for publication, 1 had talked the mattor over 

: with De. Snider when he was up here and he urged me to send in j 
the paper. : 

As &t stands now the manooript is 24 pages of double 
spaced and the figures number 15 of whieh 7 are Mine drawings, 

: The smallest Lettering is Wrieo 90 which will stand 
considerable reductions — 

Z wish to thank you for the opportunity to 

Vory truly yours, :



- Neue Adresse: Inselstr. 2¢ 

MAX WEG / LEIPZIG, KONIGSTRASSE 38 
BUCHHANDLUNG U. ANTIQUARIAT FUR NATURWISSENSCHAFTEN / GEGR. 1890 

POSTSCHECKKONTEN: LEIPZIG 1469 7 WIEN 156708 7 PRAG 79766 7 WARSCHAU 191366 
BANKKONTO: DRESDNER BANK, LEIPZIG 7 FERNSPRECHER: 27701 

Leipzig C1, den..2- August 37. 

cm . 1 

Mr. 

Frederik f Thwaites, 

Science Hall, eee een 

Wits ec eons in, 

UsS.A. 
|. | 

Betrifft: 4 Exemplare Ihrer Arbeit: 

Re: copies of your paper: 
En référence a exemplaires de votre travail: 

Field Photography for Geologists. 

(1936) 
a ome AIDED rr 

— Stets Faktur beilegen! — All consignments with invoice — $ 

2 — Tout envoi avec facture. — y 
: —— a : 

SSS Gn aE A ae pl ns 

Sehr geehrter Herr! 

Hierdurch méchte ich mir erlauben, Sie um giitige Ubersendung der 

oben angegebenen Schriften zu bitten. Den Betrag dafiir werde ich — je nach 
Wunsch ~— sofort nach Erhalt einsenden oder Ihrem Konto gutschreiben. 

Fiir freundliche Erfiillung meiner Bitte im Voraus verbindlichst dankend, 

zeichne ich, stets gern zu Ihren Diensten 

hochachtungsvoll und ergebenst 
MAX WEG. 

Dear Sir: ‘ 

I beg to ask you to be so kind as to send me the paper mentioned above. 
On receipt I shall remit the amount or, of you like, place it to your favour. 

I am with my sincere thanks in anticipation and presenting you my 

best respects. 
Faithfully yours 

MAX WEG. 

Monsieur, 

par la présente je me permets de vous prier de bien vouloir m’adresser 

les tirés A part mentionnés ci-dessus. 
Le montant vous sera remis 4 réception ou, 4 volonté, porté 4 votre crédit. 

En vous remerciant bien 4 l’avance j’ai ’honneur, Monsieur, de vous 

présenter mes compliments distingués. 
Votre tout dévoué 

MAX WEG. 

Ss P.S. Falls die Arbeiten nicht lieferbar sind, ware ich fiir freundliche Benachrichtigung dankbar.
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c THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS, Box 1852, Tulsa, Oklahoma 

Spee 

ee February 21, 1936. 

Se Dr. F. T. Thwaites, 
2 R. F. D. 4, 

ae Madison, Wisc. 

ss —— as Dear Br. Thwaites: 

a Under separate cover I am returning 

the illustrations used in your paper in the February 

Bulletin. Thanking you very much for this contribution 

to our Bulletin and hoping that the printing appeared 

= to your satisfaction, I am 

: Cordially yours, 

iz 5 Business Manager. 

=e JPDH: os 2 

= 

g 

= 

ee Se A ~



THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS, Box 1852, Tulsa, Oklahoma 

March 14, 1936. 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites, 

RFD. No. 4, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

Your letter of March 12 is at. hand. The 

printers have been exceptionally busy so far this year and 

our February reprints have not yet been delivered. If 

yours do not reach you within a week or so I hope you 

will remind us again. Regretting any inconvenience this 

may have caused you, I am 

Cordially yours, 

Business Manager. 

JPDH: 08
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The University of Chicago 
Department of Geology 

March 18, 1936. 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites, 
Department of Geology, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Thwaites: 

I was much interested in your recent paper 

on photography in the A. A. P. G Bulletin. If 

you have any extra reprints, I would very much 

appreciate a copy. 

I thought your discussion of filters quite 

lucid, and it definitely cleared up my notions 

about some of the factors involved. 

Sincerely yours, 

I) (yume 
t 

ae . 
PA eek . 2 es



WILLARD H. PARSONS 

enurcacon, Wao Seay 
March 5th, 1936 

Dear Mr. Thwaites, 

I wonder if you would be so 

kind as to send me a reprint of your article in 

the A.A.P.G. Jourmal on "Field Photography for 

Geologists". I don't know very much about Photo- 

graphy but I am interested in getting better geol- 

ogic pictures, and I have a friend who I know 

will also be glad to see yourarticle. I am a grad- 

uate student here in Geology majoring in Petrology. 

I have felt for sometime that an article 

like yours was needed and I am very glad to see that 

you have done the good work. Congratulations. 

I thank you very much. 

Yours sincerely, 

W lend N , Pea
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Mr. F. T. Thwaites 

Madison, Wisconsin 

R. Fe. De 4 é



Dear Sir: 

I have read your article on FIELD 
PHOTOGRAPHY FOR GEOLOGISTS, and should be 

greatly appreciative to reveive a reprint of 
it.;I find this subject quite interesting. 

a Very truly yours, 

2s cece Vl cece 
DEPT. OF GEOLOGY 

UNIV. OF MINNESOTA Duncan McConnell 

MINNEAPOLIS, fMINN, 

/ March, £9 FE.



The University of Chicago 
Department of Geology 

March 5, 1956 

Prof. ¥, tT. Thwaites, 
Department of Geology, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I have read with considerable interest your recent 

paper on field photography published in the Rulletin of 

tess A. Peak, It is the best short paper dealing 

with the subject that I have seen, I would appreciate 

very much a reprint of this paper if you have any available, 

A copy in my files will be both useful to my students and 

to myself in our field work, 

Most sincerely,



BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AND CONSERVATION 

JOHN J. HALLIHAN, CHAIRMAN 

oH. WALLINAN, Dinecron STATE OF ILLINOIS ENGINEERING Sonn w. ALvORD 
HENRY HORNER, GOVERNOR are cusses oe Sone 

STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION ee 
M. M, LEIGHTON, CHIEF 

. URBANA 

March 11, 1936 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
Ro Fee 4 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

I have read with considerable 
interest your article entitled "Field Photography 
for Geologists" in the February issue of the 
Bulletin of the American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists, and I find that it contains so much 
of value that I should appreciate it if I might 
have a reprint, provided you have any available, 
for handy reference. 

With best regards, 

aly ey) 7 
: C1, s 2 ‘0. ae “kL kh Ly 

George/E. Ekblaw 
Geologist and Head 

Areal and Engineering Geology Division



Chicago Illinois 
March 3, 1936 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
R. FS. D.. 4 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Thwaites; 

Your recent article in the A. A. P. G. on 
photography is the thing I have been hoping to 
run across for the last two or three years. As a 
student geologist I have found it impossible to 

spare the time needed for the accumulation of ; 
data and experience essential to the successful 
photograpny of the material you discuss. I feel 
that your article will in a large way take the 
place of this information and experience which 
I and many others have been unable to obtain, 

I would be deeply appreciative of a reprint 
of this article. 

Very truly, 

Edward C. Cram 

Dept. of Geology 
: University of Chicago 

> - i ¥ ss Sad
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

February 18, 1936. 

Mr. Fe T. Thwaites, 

R.F.D.4, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites,- 

Will you be good enough to send me a separate copy of your 

interesting paper in the A.A.P.G. Bulletin entitled "Field Photo~ 
graphy for Geologists." I shall profitogreatly by the information 
contained therein. = 

Cordially yours, 

M. M. Knechtel.



THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA 

iowa?) ome PLEASE ADDRESS 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY . REPLY TO WRITER 

February 22, 1936 

Prof. F. T. Thwaites, 
Geology Department, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

I have read with a great deal of 
interest your article on field photography 
for geologists, published recently in the 
A. A. P. G. Bulletin, and I am writing 
to ask if you have a reprint of it that you 
can send me. 

Thanking you in advance for any 
consideration you may give this request, 
I remain, 

Cordially yours, 

: A. K. Miller. 
AKM: F



Glic Ott. and Gas JOURNAL, 

L.G.E.BIGNELL 
PETROLEUM ENGINEERING EDITOR TULSA, OKLAHOMA March 9, 1936. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, 
R. FD. #4, 
Madison, Wisconsin. ; 

Dear Sir:-- 

May I have two copies of your paper on 

"Field Photography for Geologists" 
published in the February Bulletin of the A.A. P. G2’ 

I should like one copy for my file and one to 
carry with me if this is not imposing. The article is 

very instructive and I hope it will assist me in using 
my 4 x 5 Graflex to better advantage. 

Yours truly,



HARVARD UNIVERSITY 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 

Ash. a), 1936. 

Oc. 2 ee ; 
Jette QU) A ROvAs~ 

Myrodesor, QVeremrrirer | 
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Reply t0 disoussion by Dunean MeGownell 9 
Ta reply to the diseussion by Duncan MeGomnoll of "Ficld Photography = 

for Geologists" it seems necessary to state that the paper was first oy 3 

propared in 1927 for use with a less in field mapping at the University s 
of Wiseonsing This gourse was intended to eover the use of instruments ¢ “4 
(except geophysical. instruments) which are comuonly used by geologists. z 4 

The paper has been revised several times since. Experimnce has made the oe 

writer feel that his presentation of tho complex subject of photography : @ 

does actually help persons whe have been trained in other branches of a | 

science to understand the basic reasons which cmse certain practices a 
to be advised. very effort was made to avoid so far as possible all 3 

mention of trade names of apparnius in order to prevent any charge of ‘ 

advertising the products of aly particular firy, This fact explains ¥ 
most of the omissions mentioned in the discussion. 

The use of filters mounted in metal cells was advised after field 

experinnce with bothy types of mountings. Fittings which are well adapted 

for the studio or to large cameras on special photographic expeditions 

are too cumbersome for use with limited equipment and with small cameras. , 3 

ur. MeGomsll's suggestion of the use of square filters 4n the special : 

lens hood is a good ones The writer has designed other forms of mounting 

foxsn-mumber-9f fitters but abandoned them because they require too mush 

special construction. The experience of the writer indicates that red : 

filters are absolutely necessary under bad haze conditions. 

Other points raised by Mr. McConnell in his diseussion are either 

matters which were spegifically excluded from the paper, for instance 

problems of developmont, or were mentioned in general language only for 

reasons stated above. 

F. T. Thwaites, March 31, 1936 

ei che eo ae



THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS, Box 1852, Tulsa, Oklahoma 

Mareh 28, 1936. 

; Mr. Dunean MeConnell, 
University of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. = = 

Dear Sir: 

Your letter of March 25 is at hand with 
your discussion of “Photography for Geologists" by 

F. T. Thwaites. I shall be glad to submit this to 
our editorial board for publication in our Bulletin. 

As there is no indication of you having 
sent a copy to the author I am having a copy made and 

shall send it to him. 

Thanking you for this contribution, I am 

Cordially yours, 

Business Manager. 

JPDH: os 

Prof. Thwaites: If you care to reply for publication with 

this discussion please let me have your copy within a week. 

Cordially yours, : 

J.P.D.H ¢ P



PHOTOGRAPHY FOR GEOLOGISTS 

In a recent paper on vhotography, F. T. ia has attempted 

Sororities tani ete 

Thwaites (F. T.): Field photography for geologists. Amer. Assoc. Petr. 

Geol. Bull., vol. 20, pp. 186-214, 1936. 

toccover an extremely broad subject in rather limited space. Although this 

attempt probably has its justification in the encouragement of better 

geologic photographs, the presentation is rather too detailed and too 

ny” complicated for those with very limited exnerience in photography, and yet, 

ye it contains little, if anything, which is new to the more thorough students 

Ker of photographic methods. 

It is surprising that no mention is made of a collection of tables 

as valuable as those to be found in the *Wellcome' Photographic Calculator, 

Handbook and ae Although there are other good tables which contain 

I ne ee 

Published annually by Burroughs Wellcome & Co., New York City; price 75 cents. 

such information as: filter factors, relative exnosures for different types 

and makes of emulsions, depth of focus tables, etc., some such handbook is 

lor) indispensable to those with limited experience. In connection with lab- 

Hei sean methods, another publication which is very useful is ana: 

erratic sep arctan 

Published by Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, New York; price 50 cents. 

Al Thwaites (p. 195) gives an illustration of a filter mounted in a metal 

O cell. This is not a very convenient way of using filters if the number of 

filters to be used interchangably is greater than three. Filters mounted in 

this manner are so expensive as to make it worth while to obtain a combination 

filter holder and lens hood. Quite inexpensive, yet servicable, filters may 

be made by cementing Wratten gelatin filters between ign microslides



ape 

4 

Selected for their plane surfaces and uniform thickness. Only a small 

percent of the better grade slides are suitable for this purnose. They 

may be tested by examining their interference rings when in contact with 

an optical plane or by the manner in which they reflect a regulat pattern. 

The first method is more critical. 

(2 by 3 inches) with Canada balsam. Great care mist be ised if the drying 

of the balsam is to be hastened by heating, since heat in an amount above 

that comfortable to the hand will cause the gelatin to buckle. Such filters 

will fit the old-style filter holders adaptable to square and rectangular 

filters. 

No mention is made of Wratten filters x and a although these are 

the filters recommended for correct rendering in monochrome with the newer 

panchromatic emulsions. Surely a green filter of some sort is useful in 

5 
Xu 

piv), certain types of work. Blackwelder has pointed out the value of the violet 

awh a pf ie ie i eget pe a enh a ce 
yr 5 

Blackwelder (Eliot): Hint for better geological photographs. Science, 
- Pol. 73, yp. 214, 1981. 

filter for increasing the contrast of light-colored outerops, sand dunes, 

ete. Of the Wratten series, K , K is now considered obsolete) 7a 4%, and Ke (K, ’ 

K is probably the most useful. If some penetration of haze is desired, a 

G filter should be employed. It is a question whether or not there is any 

real advantage to be gained by the use of filters denser than G for ordinary 

purposes, since these require long exposures (when used with a small anerture) 

and perturb the tonal values in the monochromatic rendering of colors, e.g., 

fields of yellow grain become snow-white, the sky blackens, water becomes dark. 

It was correctly stated that lenses of shorter focal lengths have 

greater depth of focus, but these lenses have a very objectionable feature. 

Phey produce appreciable distortion of perspective, especially when used for 

near objects which have considerable depth.



cas : 

Although undoubtedly aware of the fact, Thwaites did not point 

a one precaution necessary in the use of extremely rapid emulsions. 

‘'The inexperienced person is likely to over-expose these emulsions, due 
{ 

| to lack of familiarity with their extreme speed, with the result that the 

\Giainiens are totally lacking in contrast or brilliancy. 

It is always best to make new exposures, where possible, in case 

of failures due to improper exposure or development but, nevertheless, 

4 i it is frequently practicable to correct these mistakes (except both under- 

yw exposure and under-development) by means of intensification or reduction. 

ov” Intensification increases contrast, whereas reduction either increases or 

decreases it (or neither), devending upon the particular process employed. 

These processes are not more difficult than ordinary develonment and reouire 

only a few additional chemicals. 

Although Thwaites' paper is one of the best paners on photography 

to have appeared in the geological journals, it is indeed difficult, if not 

impossible, to summarize the photogranhie vroblems of geologists in a paper 

of even moderate length. At best a short paper cannot hope to cover the vast 

sources of information which are contained in a number of inexpensive pub- : 

lications on photography, and most of these have already come to light. 

: Most geologists have access to adequate photographic eauipment, and the 

results can only be improved through determination on the part of the 

geologist. 

Duncan McConnell 
Department of Geology, 

University of Minnesota, 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 

.
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: March 31, 1936 

Mr. Je Pe De Hull, Business Manager, 
The Anerican Association of Petroloun Geologists, 
Box 1852, Tulsa, Oklehoma 

Dear Sirs Ee 

: Thank you for yours of the 28th with copy of 
discussion of my recent paper by Duncan MeGonnoll.s 

I am enclosing a reply which I hopo will, make img ee 
den witdaek fn tae be an Ae roe ve 
discussion. My papor had been gone over carcfully by = 0 : 

Prof. Roobuck of our Physics Department as woll as by others . 
but I did not want to take space to mention a]1 names. 4 E 
None of the points raised by Mr. MoConnel io .of any great conpeqeuetce, 
ence so far as I can soo, ed es é 3 

Very truly yours, 2a 

=~ aaa “WR S 5 

‘ — Se , eS 

j a ee
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a Figure 5.—Field kit of accessories. A= bag with zipper which contains 
“all apparatus. B = a’ small,and inexpensive exposure meter of #hs 

actinometer type. C€ = filter in metal cell with box and cloth for 
cleaning. Ds self timer. E = lens hood designed by the writer. 
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Figure 6.— Spilling 6f light geused by long exposure required for part of 
subject in deep shadow whenas another part was in bright light. This 
effect may be minimized by (a) keeping the-exposure for the shadows: 
at a minimum, (b) using yellow filter, end (c) individual development but it is best to avoid such views.
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Figure 9.~ Photograph of rock exposure taken with superorthochromatic 
~ film and Yellow filter ( Wratten G). Zones A and D are dark yellow- 

gray, zone B is blue-gray, and zone C is light buff. Note that B and 

G are indistinguishable and that there is little detail in the 

shadows.) similar results were obtained with no filter. 
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Figure 10.- Photograph of same exposure as figure 9 taken with super- 
orthochromatic film and blue filter (Wratten C). Note the much better 
contrast between the buff and blue zones, especially between B and ¢, 
and the greater amount of detail in +he shadows. = s
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Figure 12.— Distant landscape taken with orthochromatic film and no 
filter with exposure reduced from "normal." Note underexposure of 

foreground and poor detail in background. 
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Figure 13.— Same landscape as figs 12 taken with orthochromatic film and 
“yellow filter (Wratten G). Note improvement in middle distance 
which is due in large part to intensification of shadows. 
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Figure 14. - Distant landscape taken with superorthochromatic film and 
“yellow filter ( Wratten G). fhe principal advantage of this kind of 

film over orthochromatic film is the reduction in length of exposure. 
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Figure 15,— Same landscape as figy 14 taken with commercial panchromatic 
Gat film and red filter ( Wratten F), Note the improvement over figs-~< 
14 especially in the far distance. 
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University or MInNESOTA 
‘ Coxizee or Science, Lirerature, AND THE ARTS 

3! ’ MINNEAPOLIS 

26 March 1936. 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Thwaites: 

Thank you most kindly for 
the reprint of your article on photography. It is 
quite interesting. There were a few places where the 
emphasis might have been different. 

I noted that you refer to the 
1924 edition of "Wratten Light Filters". My edition 
of this pamphlet is 1932 and I am not certain that 
it is the most recent. 

I have written a short discussion 
of your paper, which I am sending to you at this time. 
Possibly you may have some comments to make on the 
discussion and, if so, I shall be glad to hear from 
you. I must apologize for the appearance of the' paper 
inclosed but it hardly seems justifiable to have it 
typed at this time. 

I trust that you have received 
the several reprints which I sent to you a few days 
ago. 

Sincerely yours, 

Pe acs DM Cpecel 

Duncan McConnell



Photography for Geologists : 

In a recent paper on photography, F. T. Thwaites” has 

1Thwaites (F. T.): Field photography for geologists. 
Amer. Assoc. Petr. Geol. Bull., 20, 186-214, 1936. 

attempted to cover an extremely broad subject in rather © 

limited space. Although this attempt probably has its 

justification in the encouragement of better geologic 

photogrebhs, the presentation is rather too detailed and 

too complicated — those with very limited experience in 

photography, and it contains little, if enything, which is 

new to the more thorough students of photogrephic methods. 

It is surprising that no mention is made a collection 

of tables as valuable as those to be found in the 'Wellcome' 

Photographic Calculator, Handbook and Diary®. Although 

*published annually by Burroughs Wellcome &Co., New York 
City; price 75 cents. 

there are other good pocket tables which contain such infor- 

mation as: filter factors, relative exposures for different 

types end makes of emulsions, depth of focus tables, etc., 

some such: handbook is indispensable to those with limited , 

experience. In connection with Laboratory methods, sma 

publicetiong, as M shosemane / Photomicrography® 

“published by Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, New York; price 
50 cents .cach~— 

ty



Thwaites (p. 195) gives an illustration of a filter 

mounted in a metal cell. This is not a very convenient way 

of using filters if the number of filters to be used 

interchangeably is greater than three. Filters mounted in 

this manner are so expensive as to make it worth while to 

buy a combination filter holder and lens hood, -suek=as5=the- 

\Holtywood' lens hood. This employs ciroular-unmountee 

inexpensive, yet servicable, filters may be made by cement- 

ing Wratten gelatin filters between selected*micro-slides 

“Selected for their plane surfaces and uniform thickness. 
Only a small percent of the better grades of slides are 
suitable for this purpose. They may be tested by examining 
their interference rings when in contact with an optical 
plane or by examining the reflection of a regular pattern. 
The first method is more critical. ° 

(2 by 3 inches) with Canada balsam. Great care must be uséd 

: if the drying of the balsam is to be hastened by heating 

since heet in an amount above that comfortable to the 

hand will cause the gelatin to buckle. Such filters will 

fit the old-style filter holders adaptable to square and : 

rectangular filters. : ee 

Thweites—makes i. mention of Wratten filters X, and X,2, 

although these are the filterdreconmended for correct 

rendering in monochrome with the newer panchromatic 

emulsions. Surely a green filter of some sort is useful 

in certain types of work. Blackwelder® has pointed out 

®Blackwelder (Eliot): Hint for better geological ever - 
graphs. Science, vol. 73, p. 214, 1931. 

| (>)



the value of the violet {megenta?] filter for increasing 

the contrast of light-colored outcrops, sand dunes, etc. 

Of the Wratten series, Ki, Ea and Ks [Ks is now considered 

obsolete], Ke is probably the most useful. If some penetration 

of haze is desired, Wratten G should be employed. It is a 

question whether or not there is any real advantage to be 

gained by the use of filters denser than G for ordinary , : 

purposes, Aue ttre men Lom Sypouurce ( has aed walle Sg a 

—__‘The-hatf=tone tiivstrations,_Figures-14—and-15-(ps- 210), acca 4 

fail to prove Thwaites! point — that the Wratten F filter poo = 

with commercial piglets: tea _elearer distant fal haa 

views — & filter MP athe film is " re 4 

employed, Certainty there/“ehould vik fference, but ctor el 

that Anis differencé is not sufficientto be clearly ~j/° Sida 

réproduced An a haif-tone seems dent. Why an orthochrom- ee ohehv 

atic or superorthochronstic entil sion should be used in mi be “a Ayes 

preference to a panchromatic emulsion when employing a oe SF faadio” 

i filter-ts-atftioult=to=tmesime. fas lnute Warde ot teh 

Pi Ltore-95-donso-ee-the A-or_Fy-aTUnOuREusesed for iy te 

penetration of haze, have decided disadvantages. They Cet WN at 

require long exposures when ae a small aperture en hee 

and they expat distort the 2 mal values in the /mono- at “phe 

chromatic’rendering of colors, @. g-, fields of yellow oa 

Although undoubtedly aware of the fact, Thwaites did 

not point out one precaution necessary in the use of 

extremely rapid emulsions. The inexperienced person is 

liable to over-expose these emulsions, due to lack of 

(3)



familiarity with their extreme speed, with the result 

that the pictures are totelly lacking in contrast or 

brilliancy. 

It is always best to make new exposures, where 

possible, in case of failures due to improper exposure 

or development but, nevertheless, it is possible to 

correct these mistekes (except both under-exposure é 

and under-development) by means of intensification or 

reduction. Intensification tueteuncs neel te whereas 

reduction either increases or decreases it (or neither), 

depending upon the particular process employed. These 

processes are no more difficult then ordinary develop-= 

ment and require only a few additional chemicals. 

Although Thwaites' paper is one of the best on 

photography to have appeared in the geological journals, 

it is Pe eS ee summarize , 
» pkobleme ob qeodleqiathec je aw paper - 00liw medinat Loan 

Afi photography ee oni ete Spe SY 

At best, ger detnot hope to cover the vast sdrees of 

information which are contained in a number of inexpensive 

publications on photography,.and most of these have already 

come to light. : 
access to 

Most geologists have, adequate photographic equipment, 

and the results can only be improved through determination 

on the part of the geologist. 

Duncan McConnell 

Department of Geology 

University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

(#
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P. 0. Box 92 ; 
Shreveport, La. = 

April 7, 1936 4 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 2 
R. F. D. 4 : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: ; 

= I have read with much pleasure your recent paper A 

on "Field Photography for Geologists", published in the ; 

Feb. bulletin of the A.A.P.G., vol. 20. If possible, I ] 

should be very happy to receive a reprint of this paper. } 

At present, I am working as an engineer for the a 

Schlumberger Well Surveying Corp., making electrical logs 

on well holes. There is very little surface geology con- : 

nected with this work, but at various times I have taken 4 

pictures, not only of oil well equiptment, etc., but also 5 

pictures of sedimentary outcrops. These have not always é 

turned out as I would have wished, for it has taken me a a 

little time to become acquainted with the light conditions ; 

in this part of the country. I am from New England, where 

the light is less bright and intense as it is here. 

Hoping that it will be possible to receive a re- | 

print of your paper, I remain ; 

Qa Gl ae 
Milton W, Corbin
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COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 

State Commission on Conservation and “Development 
WILBUR C. HALL, Chairman, Richmond dgty BUREAUS OF THE COMMISSION 
BRADEN VANDEVENTER, Vice-Chairman, Norfolk is Forest Service 
MARSHALL B. BOOKER, Halifax |. Geological Survey C. S. CARTER, Bristol vaso History and Archaeology 
D. D. HULL, Jr., Roanoke 

Parks and Landscape Engineering 

RICHARD a SCA Riches Geological Survey Wan — and Power 

AT THE 
ADDRESS REPLY TO UNDERSIGNED ee Box vane 

UNIVERSITY, VA. 

ARTHUR BEVAN, State Geologist 

WILLIAM M. McGILL, Asst. State Geologist 

May 20, 1936 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Doctor Thwaites: 

I appreciate very much your kindness in send- 
ing me so promptly a separate of your paper, "Field 
Photography for Geologists." I shall read it as 
soon as possible with a great deal of interest and 
no doubt with much profit. 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

AB:M State Geologist



THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA 
IOWA CITY 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY REPLY TO WRITER 

May 19, 1936 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
Science Hall 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

Many thanks for your paper on photo- 

graphy. This is an interesting and in- 

portant contribution, and I am glad to 

have it for my personal files. 

Cordially yours, 

Bogs 
A. C. Trowbridge. 

ACT:f



; COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 

State Commission on Conservation and “Development 
WILBUR C. HALL, Chairman, Richmond ee BUREAUS OF THE COMMISSION 
BRADEN VANDEVENTER, Vice-Chairman, Norfolk ance Suicee: 
MARSHALL B. BOOKER, Halifax 

Geological Survey 
C. S. CARTER, Bristol Sere: History and Archaeology 

D.D. HULL, Jr., Roanoke Parks and Landscape Engineering 
RICHARD. A, GILLIAM, Richmond Geological Survey wae ox and Power 

GNiveneiey oe VIRGINIA ADDRESS REPLY TO UNDERSIGNED 
CHARLOTTESVILLE BOX 1428 

UNIVERSITY, VA. 

ARTHUR BEVAN, State Geologist 

WILLIAM M. McGILL, Asst. State Geologist 

May 7, 1936 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites 
Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Doctor Thwaites: 

I have just noticed a reference to your article, 
"Field Photography for Geologists," which was pub- 
lished recently in the Bulletin of the American Asso- 
ciation of Petroleum Geologists. If you have a separate 
of this paper that you can spare, I certainly would 
appreciate having a copy of it. I know that it will 
be full of ideas that will be useful to me in the field. 
I used to carry on some experimentation in field 
photography but have not had time to do much with it in 
the last few years. I am particularly interested in the 
use of filters and color photography for the more 
accurate representation of certain geologic features. 

I trust that everything has been going well with 
you during the past year. 

With kind regards Te wishes, 

~ — if ee 
AB:M State Geologist
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AMERADA PETROLEUM GORPORATION 
a BUILDING 

{ 
TULSA, OKLA. 

Sa 

May 4, 1936 

Professor F, T. Thwaites 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

Some time ago I received your complimentary 

copy of Field Photography for Geologists. I read your 

paper in the February number of the American Association 

of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin, and am glad to have it 

in seperate form. 

. I like the way you discuss field photography 
in your contribution, and feel there is lots of good 

advise for us that are less experienced. 

Thank you very much for your kind rememberance. 

Very truly yours, 

ieee 

IVsbb ess Vernon



SCHLUMBERGER WELL SURVEYING CORPORATION 
ESPERSON BUILDING 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 

April 17, 1936 SHREVEPORT REPRESENTATIVE 
1218 CITY BANK BUILDING 

P. ©. BOX 92 TEL. 6655 

Mr. F. T. Thwaite 

R. F. D. 4 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I wish to thank you for a reprint of your recent 

paper on "Field Photography for Geologists", published in 

the February issue of the Bull. of the A. A. P. G. It was 

received this morning. 

Thanking you for the courtesy, I remain 

Yours very truly, 

The oc 
Milton W, Corbin
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. Wichita, Kansas 

oe Dear friend Thwaites:- f 

The reprint of your paper has been received. 

I wish to assure you that your courtesy is very much 

appreciated. 
Field Photography for geologists 

Very respectfully yours, 

WGA), Moke W. A. Ver Wiebe.
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Prof. F. T. Thwaites 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis.



= ILLINOIS STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

= Urbana ise Apeei 2 = 11936 

Receipt of the following publication is gratefully acknowledged: 

"Field Photography for Geologists" 

chief, TMs Skeke Qeotosieel.. survey



THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS 
INCORPORATED 

RALPH REED, Pareicenr April 2, 1936. ASSOCIATION HEADQUARTERS 
A. IRVING LEVORSEN, P; PI IDE! . e 

CARROLL E. DOBBIN, Vice PRESENT ae ae dees en 
CHAS. H. ROW, SECRETARY-TREASURER 

L. C. SNIDER, EDITOR FECES, SeANCeA. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, 
R. fo B. No. 4, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites. 

Your letter of March 31 is at hand with 

your reply to McConnell's diseussion. I am sub- 

mitting both to our editorial board for their 

decision about publication. Thanking you, I am 

Cordially yours, 

Ee cons 

JPDH: 0s



University or MiInnEsotTa 

Cou.ece or Science, LireraturE, AND THE ARTS 

MuyNeEaporis 

1 April 1936. 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites 
R. F. De. 4 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Thank you kindly for your letter and reply to 
the discussion on photography. 

The reprints which I sent to you were of small 
value but, nevertheless, I am sorry to learn that they 
did not arrive — too many Farleys connected with the 
Post Office, I guess. They were addressed to you care of 
the Department at the University, but I am sending 
the same two again under separate cover. 

Sincerely yours, 

a a



OKLAHOMA 

AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND LITERATURE 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 

STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 

June 15,1936. 

Dr. F.T. Thwaites, 

Department of Geology, 

University of Wisconsin, 
; Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Thwaites:- 

I would greatly appreciate a copy of a reprint 

of your very excellent article on "Field Photography for Geologists" 

which appeared in the A.A.P.G. Bull Vol. 20, No. 2,Fsb.,'36. 

Thanking you in advance, I am, 

Fraternally yours, 

feu 0, 36 otek your O01 Xe 

f a Z ‘ . * 

Ray L. x :
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Comparative eston Exposure Meter 

Factors. Setting 
Dayl. Maze Deyl. Mazda —_Soheiner 

Rolls and Patke 
Plena Roll €. a. fel ag 6 a Standard Roll 6 810 eo = 19 
Hine Grain Plena. Roll 2:5 4 16. 8 a 
Superpan Rolls and Packs “1 09-1 20 25 
Super Plenachrone Packs 1 1.5 52 a6 24 

Gut Fine 
Portrait mr cass) 6 a Supersensitive Plenachrone 1 1.5 «24 a6 23 Superpan Portrait, oa 20 23 
Isopan 2.6. 4.57 2 1s 22 Supersensitive Pan- 
chromatic abot) 2 ae 20 23 Super Plene Prese 2° Che Tee 16 2% 

Gomercis) Filne 
Commercial i aC See eee 2 20 
Comercial Ortho Ras, as 6 21 Comercial Panchronatic’ 2.5 2.5 12 8 20 

Process Filus 
Process 10 100s o.8% .. 14 
2 Filns 

Fine Grain Rev. Plena- 
curone 3 5 1B : 20 Rev. Panchromstic 3 5 6 20 
Hind Grain Rev. Superpan 2 2 36 we 21 Fine Grain Pan Negative © 4 5 1B 4 20 Positive : i 100 --= s 4 (iazde 

oniy) 
38. Fins 

Fine Graii Plenchrome = 2.8 418 8 2. 
Fine Grain Superpan a lm 16 25 Pinopan 4 5 2 ‘ 20 

Infrared 16 =. 3 = = Fine Grain Rev.. Super- 
pan (Leica) 2 2 16 12 a Bositive 1 100 = OS 4 

Aeropan , 1.5 - 16 23
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.. TENNESSEE DIVISION OF GEOLOGY 
eee Nashville ie = 

: 3 =. daly 331 = 19 ee = 

If separates are available I shall appreciate your sending me a 
reprint of your publication: 

"Field photography for geologists" 

which appeared in: Bull. AAPG, February, 1936 

Very truly yours, = 

Min bs he SE iene jh Y 
: Kendall E. Born 

Assistant Geologist
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: , Dr. F. T. Thwaites 

= Department of Geology 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison 
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TENNESSEE DIVISION OF GEOLOGY 
5 Nashville 

——-August 7 —-19__36 

I wish to acknowledge with thanks receipt of publication: 

“Field Photography for Geologists" 

I thank you for this addition to my files and appreciate your 

courtesy. 

Very truly yours, 

5 Kendall E. Born 
Assistant Geologist
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Drucksache — Imprimé — Printed Matigéraig nicht Stra%e S21 
* ee ze 

und Hausnummer ee 
: neh etatone= Re | we anzugeben. Cc 

BLorvkwrer, 

Max Weg =f : 
Buchhandlung und Antiquariat _Hadisen htia, 

Leipzig C1 
KénigstraBe 3 ALSA,



Max Weg - Buchhandlung und Antiquariat . Leipzig, KonigstraBe 3 

Dear Si?! 
In order to complete the Bibliographia geologica of mp journal 

» Der Geologe pees send me a sample-copy of pour publication 
(Gea 

{ 

reprinted from pel 

and inform me at what price J could get other copies and fow many 

there will Ge available. : ie 

With thank in advance Se +/ / je 7 ew 

Vours faithfully 
LeipZig; a AA ate TIS, 
Konigate. 8 eS 5] Max Weg. 

Kammer 2 15152



: AL RNTZ ComPzNy Tue Canirornia Company: 

Room 330, 
Continental Oil Bldg., 
Denver, Colorado. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, ; 

R.F.D. #4, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: : 

I have read with interest your excellent article of February, 1936, 
entitled: "Field photography for geologists". A photographic bug, 

I am anxious to obtain a copy of this article for reference to its 

many helpful pointers. So far, however, I have been unable to secure 

a copy from the Association and am writing to you in the hope that you 

may have an extra separate. 

If so, I should greatly appreciate your kindness in sending me a copy. 

Yours truly, 

Stanford L. Rose
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Cor College 
Gedar Rapids, Jowa 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 

February 18, 1937 

Professor F. T. Thwaites 
Wisconsin State University 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Professor Wilson of our Geology 
department has referred me to you regarding 
an article on "Photography for Geologists" 
appearing in the Petroleum Geologists' 
Bulletin of which you are the author. If 
possible I should like to procure a reprint 
of this article. 

I am attempting to develop some 
sort of interdepartmental training in the 
rudiments of photography for those who are 
planning to go on to graduate school. These 
people are going to use photography no matter 
what scientific field they enter. The appli- 
cation of photography to the different divi- 
sions of science must be made thraugh such 
sources as the article to which I refer. 
The literature produced by the photographic 
industry seems to be with the artistic point 
of view. We can easily obtain material on 
the optics and chemistry of the subject but 
the use of filters and specialized emulsions 
in scientific application seems to be scarce 
in the literature, 

Sincerely yours, 

Oh hv 
Assistant Professor of Physics 

lp 

§2 x Feb 23, 39 .



Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

Dear Professor Thwaites: 

I wish to acknowledge with many thanks 

the receipt of your 
Reprint of "Field Photography 

for Geologists". 

Sincerely yours, NT



330 Continental Oil Bldg. 
Denver, Colorado 
February 25, 1937 

aaah Mr, F. T, Thwaites, 

RFD. 4 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I read with considerable interest the paper on "Field 
Photography for Geologists", which was published some time ago 

in the bulletin of the A,A.P.G. I find that this paper would be 
of considerable value if I could carry it with me at times, so 
I shall greatly appreciate receiving a separate of the same if 
you have any more of them available. 

Yours very truly, 

H. N. Hickey 

Se Dean 7 

e



IMPORTANT — Always load and unload camera in sub- 
dued light, never in direct sunlight. Keep red windows 
of camera covered except when turning film to next number. 

This is an extremely fast film especially valuable under 
unfavorable light conditions or when small diaphragm open- 
ings and fast shutter speeds are desirable. 

AVERAGE EXPOSURES—OUTDOORS IN DAYLIGHT 

Recommended shutter speed under each diaphragm 
opening is indicated in fractions of second 

Light Conditions £6.3 £8. £11. _ £16. f22. 

Intense Sunshine _ — 600th 3ooth 150th | 
Bright Sunshine — 600th | 300th 150th 50th | 

Cloudy-Bright 350th 300th® 150th 50th 25th » >» 
Dull-Cloudy 200th 150th 50th 25th 1sth 3 ¢ 
Very Dull tooth 50th; 25th 15th 5th (9 

For brilliantly lighted subjects such as landscapes, sea- 
scapes, beach scenes, give half the exposure indicated. For 
close-ups, subjects in shade and dark foregrounds, give two 
to four times the exposure. If great depth of field is de- 
sired, select smaller opening (larger f number) and cor- 
responding shutter speed. For moving objects, use fast 

/watttter speeds, 

BOX CAMERAS AND READYSETS—Non-adjustable shut- 
ters are usually fixed at 1/25th second; non-adjustable lens . 
openings at f16. Using Superpan Press under average out- 
door conditions with these cameras, over-exposure may be 
avoided by pulling out the diaphragm bar, if available, or 
by using a filter.



PICTURES INDOORS 
Be careful to avoid under-exposure when taking pictures 

indoors. Even on the brightest days, the normal light 
intensity indoors, from a photographic standpoint, is but a 
fraction of outdoor light intensity. 

EXPOSURES—INDOORS UNDER MAZDA LIGHT 
Suggested exposure in seconds; average dis- 
tance-from subject of two 20c floodlamps 

Lens with reflectors. 
Opening 4 ft. 6 ft. To ft. 

{22 1/10 1/5 1/2 
16 1/20 1/10 1/5 
fr 1/40 * 1/15 1/10 
£8 1/50 1/25 1/10 
{6.3 1/100 1/50 1/20 
£4.5 1/200 1/100 1/40 
£3.5 1/400 1/200 1/100 

Double the exposure when using only one lamp, when no 
reflectors are used or when interiors with dark walls are 
photographed. 

EXPOSURES—FLASH LAMPS IN REFLECTOR 
Distance from Flash Lamp to Subject 

Lens 
Opening Small Size Bulb Medium Size Bulb 

£32 6 to 8 ft. 8 to 12 ft. 
{22 8 to 12 ft. 12 to 16 ft. 
£16 I2 to 16 ft. 16 to 25 ft. 
{11 16 to 25 ft. 25 to 35 ft. 
£8 25 to 35 ft. 35 to 50 ft. 

DEVELOPMENT — Superpan Press may be developed in any 
standard film developer, but for best results, we recommend 
Agfa 47 or Agfa 17. These developers are available ir _ 
prepared, package form. —S 

Handle and develop Superpan Press in total darkness. 

MADE BY 

AGFA ANSCO CORPORATION 
IN BINGHAMTON, N.Y. 

PRINTED IN U.S. A. 49-300 T.M. REG.
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, DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY —— J j0 ary 7 

- — MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE As 
; ee EAST LANSING, MIGH™ 

"=~ Dear-Sir: - et ae fusca A(_193_8 

I shall greatly appreciate having you send us for our 

department library a reprint of your paper. 

which appeared in__4u/ 2 3 gf 

Otel. Gerbast, Val zo /e3e + 
l / 

and any others which you Very truly yours, _ 
may have available. ge : 

ae ment
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Dr. F. T. Thwaites, 

Wisconsin Ge ological and Natural History 

Survey, 

Madison, 

Wise.



MR. HAROLD S. PALMER ACKNOWLEDGES WITH THANKS COPY 

OF YOUR PAPER ENTITLED: 

"Field Photography for Geologists," 

sent in response to my recent request. 

i 

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII 

HONOLULU, T. H. 

May 1, 1937 
«€



March 27, 1937 

Prof, F. T. Thwaites, 
Department of Geology, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madision, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir:- 

The Annotated Bibliography of Economic 
Geology that came to me recently, notes your 
"Field photography for geologists," published 
in the A. A. P. Ge 

Inasmuch as there is no petroleum in 

Hawaii and our periodical allotment is not too 
extensive, this is a journal that I do not see. 

Would it be possible for you to send 

me a reprint of this paper? If so, I would 

greatly appreciate it. 

Yours very truly, 

Housel (Pebmer 
Harold S. Palmers
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Figure 9. Picture taken with superortho film and K, filter. Note 
that weathered zone is lightened in tone and detail shows well. 
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Figure 10. Picture taken with superortho film and G filter (blue). 
Note that weathered zone is made dark obscuring detail and that the 
detail of the gravel is better than with the yellow filter of _fig. 9
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Figure 12. Distant landseape taken with orthostrowatie film and no filter. Exposure reduced for distanes romulting in 
underexposure of foreground. 
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Figure 13. Distaxt landseapes taken with orbhochromatie film and e @ filter. Note the improvement over figure 12,
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with figure 13 40 note eapyorumemt fesultdng fron grecker 

sensitivity to yellow. Also note intense shadows. 
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Figure 15. Distext lendseape taken with panchromabie film ond F filter. 
Note that amy things are shown that are not rendered at all in figure 
14 and thet haze is more completely eliminated,
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Figure 5. Field kit of acessories used by the writer. A= bag with 
zipper which contains all apparatus. B= a small and inexpensive 
exposure meter of the actinometer type, Cefilter in motal cell with 
box and cloth for cleaning. D= self timer. EB = special lens hood. 
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. : a : > 1 2 oo : > Ly oe a Fig. 6 Fogging gaused by spilling over foot light above the bank which was 
in deep shadow and required a long exposure. Sky should'be excludedé
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